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Due to recent climate change, the character of environmental regional planning has
shifted to address the anticipated extreme increases in sea level rise. As such, this project, based
on existing scientific research/data, proposes a spatial, habitable landscape architectural solution
as a model for flood mitigation for the East coastal edge. This proposal tests the potential for
resilient coastal landscapes through a particular site located on Revere Beach, along with the
New England coast in Massachusetts. The study demonstrates how through new public spaces
designed to renew and protect the beach and the broader offshores, residents and visitors will be
able to engage with this 21st Century, resilient beachfront. Also, residents and visitors will
experience sophisticated efficient flood alleviation strategies during natural successive storm
events. The inherent goal of this proposal is to create an innovative design intervention, which
applies new principles of resiliency to the coastal landscape through a technical and cultural
solution, and which can be a replicable model for global coastal edges elsewhere.
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To improve a city’s defenses against floods, in addition to creating a sustainable
landscape, a focus on the typology of landform and land-use of coastal edges is advisable. Also,
this focus can give people who live in that area a cultural perspective by creating a natural
artwork landscape and a diverse range of benefits. The site is Revere Beach Barrier Island.
Creating an intervention design approach that integrates two neighborhoods, Chelsea and East
Boston, next to each other can construct a cohesive coastal edge. An additional benefit of this
resilient landscape approach, as it restores coastal edges, is that it also can be seen as a
development of a social place that has national prominence in terms of natural landscape artwork.
As a result, “recreating” nature with its artistic view toward the landscape can be designed as the
theme of the outdoor nature museum, which is suggested as the design approach by this proposal.
These renewed landscapes can create a social space which will increase the economy, help to
grow a healthier generation, and attract new people from outside the community while managing
storm surges. However, to achieve a more comprehensive development of recreation along the
coastal edge, it is important to study the borders and surroundings of such neighborhoods to
identify a clear, recognizable design approach based on territorial qualities with aquatic issues, or
“how nature creates itself.” Nature creates itself by how water flows through the land, which
creates the shape of coastal edges. This is the entire concept of this project.

D

The aim of this thesis is to show an ecological creative way to realize how the character
of a coastal edge can be restored naturally in order to integrate with its surroundings and become
a resilient landscape. This project does not want to change how the water creates the land or
create new man-made hard edges, but instead, it follows the way that nature creates itself. As a
result, the new design approach would help the water surge in the same natural way it did before,
and so mitigating flood impacts. In this case, a focus on a relationship between Revere Beach
Barrier Island in Chelsea, and Quincy Bay in East Boston, Massachusetts as a single coastal edge
has been chosen to test as the design approach. Because they are one edge, they are one
ecosystem. Even though they are divided by different cities, in the events of a storm the cities
should work together because they are one ecological component.
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Revitalizing Revere Beach, Ma is a case study to mitigate floods based on Bernoulli's
principle. This proposal projects an idea of connecting puddles with fissures a set of "Flute
Channels", which is the innovation design approach to transfer water from coast to wetland
behind it. It helps to lower down the sea level in high tides and sudden tides. Retrofitting Revere
Beach as a case study for flood Mitigate with a New Resilient Coastal Landscape approach
started to study the watershed of the East Coast that includes three parts of North, Mid-Atlantic,
and South Atlantic. Each has a flow that moves up and then inward to the east, in a concave
pattern precipitated scale toward the north caused by the velocity of currents. In compare to the
Pacific coast, this figuration came to appears as the convex pattern as the currents also are
affected differently based on the climate and the land used materials.
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The project focused on how to manipulate waves and the currents to preserve the land
figuration and creates the natural coastal landscape. Geo-Technical research and scientific data is
the fundamental study that I got the benefit of understanding the exact waves motion, density,
velocity of water and how the different type of currents affect the land shape. My project is
translating the science into landscape architecture. Earth and ocean are not sustainable, they’re
dynamic, they’re shifting, they’re changing the landscape and coast components; land-used
material as such salty sand beaches and ripple effects of waves affect the land in different ways.
The hypothesis idea of retrofitting coastal landscape backs to its natural creation, which will be a
combination of four components of barrier islands, bay or lagoon, thumb-lands or forelands and
wetlands. These four figurations are shaped based on different wave motions and currents. This
thesis discovered two scales of the solution. Short and long term phasing. For the long term, this
proposal suggested floating island, which is examined by the different objects adding to the coral
reef at the Revere Beach. Objective, found a missing part of coastal components, the floating
islands. And, Flute Channel was innovative design approached by science data of Bernoulli’s
principle. In this term, water transferred from coast to the wetlands behind it. The connected
containers science data was a combination solution to this creation.
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I. Introduction:
Sea level rise as a consequence of climate change impacted the coastal edges of North
America greatly in 2013. Not only the ecosystems, infrastructure and environment of Boston,
New York, New Jersey in the north; but also most beaches of Florida in the south are impacted

m

on the Atlantic side.

The current topic of sea level rise motivates ecological, environmental, and landscape fields

co

of design. The new censuses of sea level rise demonstrate a very serious danger to food sources,
power and relocations of human needs for a healthy and safe life on the coastal edges. The most
dynamic aspect is the flooding that determines when the water surges and creates storm water

and hurricanes. However, there is a lot of research and restoration projects being started to create

io
n.

elucidations for these tribulations. This is a time to renovate and innovate a new urban planning
approach with a phase of improving the coastal planning and constructing a new discipline for a
sustainable environment. Not only the for the economy, but also communities need to consider
the benefits of a resilient landscape to increase the quality of urban life.

I’m studying the different typologies of landforms on coastal edges such as barrier

at

islands, bluff island, sand salty beaches, marshlands, etc., to understand how they are vulnerable
to climate changes to create a new resilient landscape approach for different landforms of

er
t

coastal edge components in order to mitigate flood impacts.
I believe significant landscape research can lower the risk for millions of people who live
on the coastal edges. This thesis proposes a relationship between lands and water, and the
dynamic characters of each. It also looks for a design approach that can mitigate the energy of
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the flood and instead change it to a productive maintenance for a coastal resilient landscape.
In fact, this approach that I am working on will demonstrate a relationship between

coastal edge pieces, which are integrated as one component and that projects a resilient
landscape architecture. The process of this approach has been derived from both my ecology

D

class and Sea Level Rise (SLR) Studio, which explains how resilient landscapes can affect the
nature of coastal edges and its benefits. My first inspiration for this thesis came to my mind to
manage the increased water by floods, in the last semester SLR studio taught by Nina Chase and
Shaun O’Rourke. Moreover, this thesis is following the data collected about the typology of land
use and the vulnerabilities from my SLR studio and landform typologies from my ecology class.

MLA Thesis Project Proposal A.Kianous 19 May 2014
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In order to create a communication between two parcels and an integrated coastal edge, I
will investigate the aspects of new modification through precedent study in the northeast coastal
edges in the U.S. and the eastern coastal edge of the Atlantic along the state of Massachusetts.
This thesis poses some research questions and will proceed with answers. In this way, I

m

suggest a new principle of the resilient landscape that will be tested on the Ecotone boundary of

the Massachusetts coastal edge. This coastal edge has been created through three cities and each
city is proposed as one part of a complete ecological component. The design approach of this

co

thesis will study the benefits of the relationship between these three sites of the Revere Beach
Barrier Island in Chelsea, Quincy Bay in East Boston, and Provincetown in Cape Cod,
Massachusetts as the case study.
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I believe that this inventory design approach can be used as a model for managing
climate changes and recreating coastal edges all along the Atlantic coast.
II. Rationale/Significance

In the last semester, Fall 2013, studio of Sea Level Rise by Nina Chase and Shaun O’Rourke,

at

studying about sea level rise impacts and flooding vulnerabilities on the coastal edges was an
immense start in the thinking and guidance toward my thesis. As a result, I observed how East
Boston and the Chelsea neighborhood that sits on top of it, are all endangered after the last three
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years’ continuous hurricanes. The census and data derived from the last semester studio
demonstrated how a series of floods could take all of East Boston underwater seriously in the
next few years. This problem seems to be severe for the year of 2020, which is very close to
coastal edges of Atlantic side. All residences and the airport in East Boston will be flooded, and
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the connection to Boston will be gone, and the city will go without power or any food sources.
After that, I considered brainstorming and thought about how to address these issues and act very
quickly. I imagined how a lot of people will be at risk, which gave me a strong desire to act
effectively. The idea of creating this proposal is a solution for recent serious hazards that are

D

coming soon. Keeping this in mind, this is a very important time not only for producing a new
delineate coastal landscape design, but also for saving thousands of human lives.
In this way, I thought working on an academic thesis based on good resources in the library

would be the right direction to take. In addition, it can be beneficial for collecting data of the
current hazards such as flood, hurricane and storm water with new technology.

MLA Thesis Proposal A.Kianous 19 May 2014
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Furthermore, studying the problems of an actual site through academic research can drive the
modifications based on accurate data and create a prevention solution beforehand. Besides, later
these solutions can be used as a model after the examining the results for all other coastal edges
in the U.S.

m

As a result, this proposal will present the most beneficial areas to control the flood in the

northeast coast of the U.S. and suggests recreating outlines for the existing man-made coastal
III. Preparation/Research Qualifications

co

edges in East Boston and Chelsea as a case study.

This thesis idea came from my last semester studying the sea level rise in the region and
the natural system of East Boston and Chelsea collaborated Boston Architectural College with

io
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Sasaki Assosiate Inc. In addition, my case study of the Louisiana Coastal Restoration project in
the ecology class during the same semester with Shaun O’Rourke was about recreating the
barrier islands to protect the coastal edges aligned with the flood impacts and also protect fish
and wildlife along with the Golf of New Mexico. This information provided me extensive ability
to collect the information needed about the habitats and coastal edges, landform typologies and

at

climate changes in East Atlantic side, specifically along the Massachusets boarders.
Understanding the essence of studying the Massachusetts borders in controlling floods in the
Atlantic side during my ecology class was another factor that supported me working on this
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thesis. After revisiting Revere Beach during summer 2013 through the “Think Thank Boston”
group leading by Mayer Menino in order to rethink vacant places in Boston, I studied how to
explore the surroundings and collected academic data that gave me a wide understanding of the
ecological issues. I chose this site after realizing the needs and shortages of that area. I think it is
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important to know preliminary information about a geographical location of an environment,
before creating a new design or making a massive modification. The reason why I chose a site
that I studied it before, is because it makes the site recognizable to find its potential. I think it is
good for researchers who have the desire to work on a giant topic like this proposal, having

D

precise knowledge and experience, so that they may not move in a different direction. The land
and the environment are dynamic and they should not be isolated. Deep studying about this site
gave me a knowledge about the strong original nature of Rever Beach and its potentials.
The possibilities to modify this area indicated the needs of the whole coastal component
edge and the parameters that should be included and all explained in this thesis.
MLA Thesis Proposal A.Kianous 19 May 2014
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In my precedent studies, I found some articles that considered a barriers island, but not
integrated into a dynamic ecosystem or as part of a component coastal edge. I would like to
continue with these subjects and also add the complete component coastal edges as my new
principle approach.

m

In this approach, all the layers of ecology, biology, climate and earth's surfaces are

required to be integrated into a natural system chain. For instance, I studied the way that water
and land meet and how they combined in terms of creating a dynamic system that makes

co

working all together and any changes to this phenomena can break the rules of this circulation

IV. Research Design

io
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and not let it be carried on naturally.

I have divided this section into five sections of research questions and methods,
hypothesis, data collection, timeline, and budget. The literature collected about three subjects of
morphology, transforming the landscape over time and Natural Artwork Landscape. This thesis
has been influenced by 1) Carl O. Sauer, a professor of geography at the University of California

at

at Berkeley; 2) Walter Hood, a professor and former chair of landscape architecture at the
University of California at Berkeley, and 3) Ian L. McHarg, founder of Regional Planning at the
University of Pennsylvania. McHarg had a strategy for water conservation and natural ecosystem

er
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and development paths and preservation zones, also the new subject of sustainability.1 In this
thesis proposal I will investigate landscape resiliency principles as the “agency” and ecology as
the “medium” for my design approach, which will address the glory of the art of nature under the
name of Outdoor Nature Museum and it follows McHarg’s principles and his sustainability.
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I would also use GIS, Online IPCC, taking pictures from surveying the sites, and create

questionnaire forms that can be examined by experts, as my tools. GIS helps me to collect data
from recent maps of floods, landuse and landform. The online software of IPCC, which is the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change helps to get the information and determines the

D

recent census about climate temperature and science data for the last 100 years. Comparing
photographs I will take of the site to historic satellite images can help understanding of recent
changes. Exploring site and markup the points of potentials, also the questionnaire forms from
visitors will help to understand the needs. This is my program for my inventory design approach.
1

Elizabeth Rogers,” Landscape Design (A cultural and Architecture History)”, p-480-493.
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a. Research Question and Method
Actionable research questions
1- How might a designer investigate the process of the dynamic interaction of land and water
between two neighborhoods, Chelsea and East Boston, so that there can be a communication

m

and integration between two parcels, to achieve a cohesive design approach?

2- What is the meaning of the resilient landscape and how it can it be incorporated into a
natural artwork landscape?

co

3- What are the benefits of resilient landscape and natural artwork landscape for the Revere
Beach community on the coastal edges? How can they combine as an intervention

incorporated with ecological aspects and what benefits would describe this method?
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4- How might a resilient landscape contribute to glorious existing natural beauty of the
coastal edge in a specific site?

In fact, the question is: which areas should be built, and which can be retrofitted?
b. “Hypothesis”

A scientific study on ocean currents2 and water movements3 shows that the

at

ripple effects of the water on the Atlantic side create the curves and barrier
Islands right on the spots that the water meets the land.4 This creation happens
through years and based on the scientific study of the dynamic movements of

er
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water toward the land: A coastal edge occurs as a component.
This border, a coastal edge is not only one
line, which is dynamic, it has been formed
by four factors such as barrier islands and a
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lagoon, a bay or an overwash watery mouth,
a tombolo and a cuspate foreland and it
connects to the mainland by tidal streams

D

that a very strategic connection between
land and a coast.

Fig 1: Water movement
Created by A. Kianous, May 5, 2014

Fig 2: Ocean Currents

2

“Ocean Currents and Climate” http://earth.usc.edu/~stott/Catalina/Oceans.html accessed April 1, 2014
SBM Editorial, J. Michael Myers Design, “How Currents Affect Marine Debris”,
http://friendsofmidway.org/pdf/Ocean_Currents.pdf, accessed April 4, 2014)
4
NASA-Ocean Motion & Surface Currents, Wind Driven Surface Currents: Gyres Background.
http://oceanmotion.org/html/background/wind-driven-surface.htm (accessed May 1, 2014)
3
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This means the water is not just moving in one direction but depends on its velocity and
density at each moment, it moves in different directions and it stops or becomes sustainable on
some spots at the coast for some reasons.
return. This dynamic movement creates the curves on the coastal edge.

m

In fact, the land combines with the water to control the velocity and helps the water to
In this case, I would say the ocean currents off the coast of Massachusetts and all along

the Atlantic coast follow the same pattern. Thus, adding or changing any part of each component

co

will cause a problem to this sustainable natural edge on the coast. As a result, it creates

landforms vulnerabilities and erosions by flood impacts. One example can be the East Boston
that filled in around the 1900s, which was the Overwash watery mouth of the south coastal edge
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component. To restore a coastal edge all these four aspects of Barrier Island & tidal streams, Bay
and lagoon, Tombolo and Cuspate Foreland need to be seen together as one package in order to
control the flood impacts. In fact, lacking one part affects other factors.

This thesis proposes a design approach to continue working with previously created filled
land by looking at the dynamic land and water movement to restore the coastal edge by using

at

resilient landscape as a solution to prevent future flood impacts.
c. Methods/Data Collection

er
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This thesis collected data based on ecological information that is a key component of this
proposal. In this way, I selected literature that covered morphology/geography scientific and
artistic transforming shapes. From my studies of ecology and the scientific engineering of both
horizontal and vertical wave movements, I learned about the typology of coastal landforms,
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which helped me to get an accurate process to design a coastal resilient landscape, which will be
a dynamic ecosystem.

I will be answering the research questions by data collected from the literature and the

research method. In addition, I arranged three areas of study in my literature review: ecology,

D

landscape, and a design to analyze and examine my research questions. I’ve chosen Sauer’s
manifesto to show how much the morphology and geography of a land are valuable, and also
Hood’s principles that emphasize on carefully transforming the landscape over time.

MLA Thesis Proposal A.Kianous 19 May 2014
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My method is influenced by the natural system by McHarg’s philosophy and the design
approach is influenced by Rober Smithson and his metaphoric environmental framework. The
inquiries and the collected data helped me to create my inventory principles for the new resilient
landscape approach. Also, the proposed questions were answered in common parts of research in

m

books, articles and websites.

As a result, the articles and books were very helpful for this research and demonstrated
present indicators such as climate change and sea level rise in ecology area. Consequently, I

co

researched coastal edges and landforms, regional planning and land use typologies, as facts that
are impacted by climate changes, in the area of landscape study. All other subjects and

vocabulary made explicit in this thesis are part of answering the research questions and defining
my research inquiries in my method.
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the subject matters. Moreover, I collected the ideas of experts to provide more precise answers to
To endeavor better, I will study and work vigorously on the recent projects and
competitions on related matters as my precedents. In the first part, I will investigate with
ecology and its aspects to regional coastal edges, barrier islands, floating islands, tidal river

at

basins and other parameters that provide interfaces to floods. Next, I will study the landscape and
investigate the resiliency aspects based on different meanings with social benefits. Furthermore, I
will research about scientific movements and transform the land and coastal landscape.
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Lastly, as my final method, I will explain the design solution and the idea of the Outdoor
Nature Museum and the art festival site derived from the new landscape principles in Europe,
Scotland March 2014, and based on McHarg’s principles as my proposed approach in this thesis.
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d. Timeline/Schedule

I have created a timeline program to work on my both research and the design in the Fall

based on the schedules below. In this thesis, I have researched based on my keywords very
carefully and I had to return back to my proposal and research many times.

D

The timeline below shows that I will create a new principle by working back-and-forth from
scientific and ecology data to a focus on resiliency matters.

MLA Thesis Proposal A.Kianous 19 May 2014
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i-Table Schedule Timeline from Summer 2014 to Spring 2014

R. Question
Select 3 Sites
R. Method
R. Design
Collect Data
Map/Picture
Final paper
Submittal

Summer
2013

February 2014
W1

W2

W3

March 2014
W4

W1

W2

W3

W2

W3

May 2014
W4

W1

W2

2- Creating
a program
3-Site pics
& Survey
4- Site
Analysis

August
2014

W3

W4

September 2014
W1

W2

Take Pic. of
Selected Sites
P. Precedent
P. Design

Final Design
Submittal

W1

W2

W3

W4

W1

W2

W3

W4

Dec

2014

W1

W2

er
t

Action for first time

W4

November 2014

at

Plan/Sections
Map/Sketches

W3

October 2014

io
n.

Process

W1

1-Finding a
Vacant Site

ii-Table Schedule Timeline for Spring 2014 to Fall 2014
Date

April 2014
W4

m

Date

co

Process

Revise and edit the subject

e. Budget

is
s

This is an approximate expenses that I have expected for this research proposal.
List
1.
2.

D

3.
4.
5.

Expenses

Travel (gas and parking permit for car, cruise, commuter rail,...)
Printing and Plotting (papers, inks,…)
Equipment and Supplies: Camera for Professional Photography Nikon
D3200 + Printer
Drafting Supplies
Food and snacks for travels
Access to the internet and online files: Certain websites required payment
for pdf files used in this research.
Unexpected expenses- car broken, tickets lost, train missed …
TOTAL

MLA Thesis Proposal A.Kianous 19 May 2014

Cost
$250
$375
$400+$60
$150
$100
$50
$200
$1585
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V. Preliminary Literature review:
In this section, I will explain about the books and the authors that were leading me to get
to my goals for this thesis.
I have researched and studied about the book of The Morphology of Landscape by Carl

m

O.Sauer, a professor of geography at the University of California at Berkeley as my major

literature. Furthermore, in this thesis I will investigate the principle of Walter Hood, professor

co

and former chair of landscape architecture at the University of California, which is about

transforming the landscape design over time. I would also examine the philosophy of McHarg
about the sustainability in his book Design with Nature. Furthermore, I will investigate a

conceptual design influenced by Robert Smithson, American Artist, who created earthwork land

io
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art sculptures. Smithson land art is mostly my conceptual design in order to create dynamic and
sustainable designs with the new principle of the resilient landscape approach. Defining resilient
landscape is a very important and sensitive aspect in terms of nature and original landuse
functions in the process of this thesis.

Looking through the recent restorations in any location on the Atlantic side, both

at

ecological and landscape design, is a further step to understand my principles. Besides, the
inventory design approach that addresses the design proposal of the Outdoor Nature Museum as
the main concept on an Art Festival Site for seasonal exploring the landscape can be understood

er
t

as the scenery derived from the research process and defining the techniques.
Besides, there are some important topics that can assist to achieve the goal of this thesis
such as climate change, coastal edges landform, resiliency and sea level rise.

is
s

Chapter One: Morphology

a. The Morphology of Landscape by Carl O. Sauer
I studied this book and I found it very critical to understand how the land figuration is

important especially on the coast. The very famous quote of Sauer,“Culture is the agent, the

D

natural area is the medium, the cultural landscape is the result,”5 ascertains the fact that the
ecological crisis especially on the edges based on the ecosystem and the sequence they create.
This book made a visible feature to me to look better on a process of a scientific design with

5

Carl O. Sauer, “The Morphology of Landscape”, in Land and Life: A Selection from the Writings of Carl Ortwin Sauer, ed.
by J. Leighly (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1963), pp. 315-350 (p. 343).
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different character and functions based on different geographical locations for any coastal edge
landforms.
b. Transforming Landscape Architecture by Hood’s Principles
I attended the lecture by Walter Hood at the BAC in 2012, which was part of my seminar

m

class taught by Maria Bellalta, Head of the Landscape Architecture school at the BAC.

In this lecture, Walter J. Hood explained about cultural practice regarding “Nature” as the

co

mother culture of landscape. I understood in this lecture that the art of nature itself is a scientific
process of collaborating climate and lands behaviors that work together like a scenario to keep
the land sustainable. Hood mentioned, “In order to respect the past, one should first learn about
the culture, which is natural existence landscape.” He mentioned that cultural practice needs to

io
n.

be balanced between culture and new ideas. He asserts that all students dream of working outside
and becoming successful and that they need to deal with cultural practice at school, while they
may want to design for a new creative era. Hood always steps back and believes that we need to
get back to the past as well. He merged new ideas and the original aspects of nature in his

at

designs, as he said: “What we build to culture is what we have, which is the green land.” 6
“A landscape looks like a sculpture, and that’s what we need every day. It is a free
working when you make a landscape design as you make a verdant land to see for free every day.

er
t

You get back to your original culture when you return to nature,” Hood said. He said that what
we build should be part of the same green land, which is really understandable for everybody.
Hood explains the past as an original culture, which is a combination of both nature and people
who lived there at that time. In addition, all sound views of wetlands and plants as part of this

is
s

nature should be considered as an integrated scenario.
This is a very interesting point to be conscious about natural aspects of a landscape. I

understood that nature is a very demanding to our daily life directly in some points that we never
consider it. I learned we need to study the nature more deep before creating or adding any

D

changes to it. Nature is the very first valuable source for us that we need to keep its original
potentials. The fact is that we might better not to create nature and add our nature to the original
nature without any connection or communication between them, just to create a perfect art.

6

Walter Hood, “ Mother Culture of Nature”, Oct 9, 2012 (lecture at the BAC).
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Walter Hood mentioned that we need to be respectful about a certain scenario as we think
and design it. “You should bring life in your design,” Walter Hood said. A design can include the
participation of the people who come to a well-landscaped garden, space and enjoy and
memorize it. A healthy cultural practice can be designed by landscape architecture, which

m

combines society and nature together.7

In this way, this lecture addressed me to understand the ecology, which will give me a

co

prospect of studying a significant program and examining it before combining it with nature. It
shows me how much ecology is important as a fundamental aspect to design a landscape. The
water and the land both are two subsist factors and they are dynamic. They need to be studied

io
n.

carefully to not remove the parts that are important to be in the sequence.

c. Natural Artist Landscape: Earthworks, land arts and Phenomenology

Robert Smithson, American artist-1973, was the most influential writers and
photographers about earthwork movement in the 20th century. In his sculpture land art works, he
concerned the space as cosmological aspect instead of historical and traditional methods. He

at

directly worked with soil, rocks, water, and topography as the structure of landform as well as
sky and light. Smithson was aware of decreasing land. He believed that wetlands have an
inherent beauty. He was interested in a polluted landscape to work on and planetary context

er
t

rather than humanistic aspects. His point of view was the tragedy of industrial that left lots of
landscapes vacant. There are more artists in this category that worked on land art such as Robert
Morris, Charles Ross, and James Turrell. Smithson and his wife, Nancy Holt, created a very

is
s

successful land art sculpture exhibition called Non-site in the desert.
Richard Long, English artist, photographer and land art sculptor who won four times the

Turner Prize, works with archetypes shape and natural material. He uses the landscape and

D

natural land in his land art sculptures such as white waterfalls and white bank circles.
He works with nature as a subject for his arts. Using cross shapes and spiral are the most

influential shapes in his works as a fundamental concept. He creates a balance between patterns
of nature and human formalist shapes in a simple abstract land art.

7

Walter Hood, “ Mother Culture of Nature”, oct 9, 2012 (lecture at the BAC).
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Lawrence Halprin, American landscape Architect-2009, teacher and designer of San
Fransisco Bay, California, who collaborated with McHarg, designed love Joy Park. He worked
with the natural material of rock, stone, and water. His colleague Ian. L. McHarg-1920, the
founder of Regional Planning, was the author of Design with Nature,8 explained sustainability,

m

which is the most change in the 21st Century. McHarg demonstrated the contrast of countrysides
to an industrial city. He categorized the land use and level densities, flood and hurricane

vulnerabilities considerations. In addition, working McHarg and Lawrence Halprin together

co

created a massive artistic natural landscape under the topic of “universe”. Halprin principle has

one of the most influential evidence in environmental art design. Working McHarg and Halprin
created a community life in the context of nature and got the advantage of metaphor to create an

io
n.

artistic environmental motif. Collaborating McHarg and Halprin created a harmonic

environmental project of Sea Ranch was one of the most successful natural environmental
artwork. They created a conceptual artistic land art within stone, earth, water to resolve the
Brownfields of factory sites.9

d. Areas of Studies: Ecology, Landscape and Design Approach

at

In this part, I organized three areas of the study. First, I clarified the most influential
parameters in ecology, and then I discussed the landscape and the resiliency; this is the base on
this proposal. Finally, I explained about the inventory method that is derived from a combination

er
t

of my ecology and landscape research to produce the third part, which is design. In this case, I
will explain the new idea of the outdoor Museum and Art Festival Site in a resilient landscape. In
this way, there would be a new resiliency prospect and a little bit of exchange in the principles of
the landscape design approach that has a positive phase to keep the ecological sequences and the

is
s

scenario.

D

Chapter Two: Ecology

i. Climate Change: Climate change causes flooding and hurricanes and that impacts the coastal
edges. Climate change, in New England, based on the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) is likely to increase sea levels that can lead to flooding daily or monthly.
8
9

Ian I. McHarg, Design with Nature, John Wiley & Sons Inc. 25-1992, p 197.
Elizabeth Rogers,” Landscape Design (A Cultural and Architecture History)”, p-480-493.
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In 2014, the IPCC published a set of reports that shows the
climate change over the last 50 years. The models on the
IPCC 2014 report that average global surface temperatures
will likely rise by an additional 2 to 8.6 Fahrenheit degrees

m

or 1.1 to 4.8 Celsius degrees by 2100, which is above the
average between1986-2005. The increasing temperature
will be accompanied by other environmental changes as

co

well as in global sea level rise up to 1–2 feet.10
Fig 3: Sea Level Rise Boston, assumed 2020, NOAA

“ In areas with gradual sloping shorelines, such as beaches and marshes, sediments will

io
n.

erode as the high tide line advances landward and some of the intertidal zones will be

permanently submerged.”11 “The New England on Panel Climate Change projects the sea levels
in late 2014 will increase, but “the recent close information shows it will rise over 1 in 6 chance
by 2020. Also, sea level rise, storm surge and tide will reach over 1ft at this flood risk indicator
site”.12

at

These censuses are the announcement that intended and pushed me to be more serious
about the study of coastal edges and recent climate change. Constantly, from the last semester
SLR studio, I studied the sites of East Boston and Chelsea through GIS analysis and the history

er
t

of the background of this area and changes through last few years.
“According to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), it is
‘unequivocal’ that the planet’s temperature is warming and it is ‘very likely’ that human
activities have caused most of the global warming experienced over the past 50 years. There is

is
s

international scientific agreement that if atmospheric greenhouse gas levels (GHG) continue to
rise unchecked, the relentlessness of climate change will continue to bring catastrophic changes
around the world, including: rising global surface temperatures, ocean acidity levels, sea level

D

rise, displaced populations, damaged infrastructure, and significant loss of biodiversity and fresh

New England Aquarium 2014, “A brief introduction to climate change”,
http://www.neaq.org/conservation_and_research/climate_change/climate_change_basics.php(accessed March 24,2014)
11
Amanda M. Burden, “Coastal Climate Resilince Urban Waterfront Adaptive Strategies”, Department of City Planning, June
2013.(P 2-122) , http:/www.nyc.gov/uwas (accessed Nov 9, 2013)
12
NOAA, USGS, US Census, “Sea Level Rise Climatecentral.org”,
http://sealevel.climatecentral.org/surgingseas/gauge/8443970#center=10/42.3452/-70.8782 (accessed March 24,2014)
10
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water, as well as intensified weather patterns such as frequent hurricanes, droughts, fires, floods,
and inadequate food supply. (IPCC; Bradford 2006, 48)”13
Accurate census data is a very important factor in answering the second research question
of this thesis and a process design approach. Also, collecting data from a true source project

m

perfects the quality of the research and provides suitable results to present. In order to answer

the second research question of this thesis, data should be collected about sea level rise. In this
case, the risk of floods and hurricanes, which is a target point to examine, has been reviewed.

co

This term, risk, is generally defined as a result of the possibility of an event happening. It is

taking place by climate changes. The result is the magnitude of consequences when an event
occurs. In fact, risk probabilities amount shows the greatest consequences of an event, and it

io
n.

presents the highest probabilities between all other possibilities. Risk can be mitigated through a
better management and reduce the likelihood of an impact or the magnitude of the consequences.
In the case of coastal climate adaptation, “Events” are understood as coastal storms and their
associated impacts as gradual changes when sea level rise increases. Also, the term of
“Consequences” contain the negative effects of life, property, impacts on society, public health

at

issues, natural ecosystems, and the economy.

Furthermore, the interaction between coastal hazards and the populations, built
environment, infrastructure, and natural resources that are vulnerable to the hazards can be

er
t

understood as climate change risk. Diagrams and mapping of coastal hazards are important to
understand the geographic locations vulnerable and who is affected. This interaction needs to be
examined over the time through the development of maps. Also, the map drafting can be
effective for the analysis of land use and population movements. Variation of risk from one

is
s

neighborhood to another depends on the nature of the area that links to coastal hazards and
existing vulnerabilities. This means an area with a large population, high density and moderate
exposure to coastal hazards may face greater risk, in absolute terms, than an area with few people,

D

low density, and higher exposure to coastal hazards. 14

Ben Steinberg, “A Network Analysis of Climate Change Nonprofit Organizations in Metropolitan Boston”, August 2009, (diss
for Master of Art at Tufts University, 2009), p1-5.
14
Amanda M. Burden, “Coastal Climate Resilince Urban Waterfront Adaptive Strategies”, Department of City Planning, June
2013.(P 2-122), http:/www.nyc.gov/uwas (accessed Nov 9, 2013)

13
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ii. Coastal Edge: Coastaledge typology is the most important
component consisted of four parameters of barrier island, a bay,
tombolo and a cuspate foreland that creates through years of
currents movement, and the intact component coastal edge can

m

mitigate the impacts of floods in terms of storm surge and

Hurricanes. These edges are based on four different factors that

work together to create one edge. Each part works differently to

co

control the way that water surges, and they need to combine

together, as one whole scenario to mitigate flood impacts. Coastal
Landforms are characteristic features of the morphology of the land

Fig 4: Landform Typology of the North
Atlantic Coast.,Mc Grew,” Coastal
Landforms”, edited by Anahita Kianous

io
n.

along the coastal edge. These typologies are majorly involved with
the processes of erosion and deposition that are produced by winds,
waves, tides, and river discharge.

The interactions of these processes and the coastal environments produce a wide variety
of landforms.

at

Coastal landforms in New England include four different types such as Barrier Islands
and Beaches, Bluff Islands and linear Beaches, Main Islands and Rocky Coast.
Processes directed seaward from the land are dominated by the transport of sediment by rivers,

er
t

but also include gravity processes such as landslides, rockfalls, and slumping. The dominant
processes on the seaward side are the wind, waves, and wave-generated currents. Mixed among
these locations are tidal currents which also carry large volumes of sediment. The scale of

is
s

coastal landform patterns is related to plate tectonics.
There are three major tectonic coastal
types such as leading-edge, trailing-edge,
and marginal sea coasts. “The primary
characteristics of leading-edge coasts is

D

the rugged and irregular topography,
commonly displaying cliffs or bluffs right
up to the shoreline. Seaward, the
topography reflects this with an irregular

Fig 5: Coastal Landform Typology, created by Anahita Kianous May 5, 2014

bottom and deep water near the shoreline.
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The geology is generally complex with numerous faults and folds in the strata of the
coastal zone. These coasts tend to be dominated by erosion with only local areas of deposition,
typically in the form of small beaches or spits between headlands. Waves tend to be large
because of the deep near shore water, and form wave-cut platforms, terraces, notches, sea stacks,

m

and caves. ”15

Studying the ecological aspects of a coastal edge gives the reasons why climate changes
impact the coastal edges and helps to distinguish any change in this ecosystem. Any changes or

co

new creation without studying the original landforms might make the new landscape or coastal
edge not sustainable. The spectrum of environments and their associated landforms includes
deltas, estuaries, barrier islands, tidal inlets, tidal flats, and salt marshes. Also, it can address

io
n.

barrier islands, coastal plain, delta, floodplain and salt marsh.

The most diverse suite of coastal
landforms develops along trailing-edge

er
t

at

coasts. These coasts are generally

Fig 6: Component coastal edge, Details of Landforms and functions, created by
Anahita Kianous, May 5, 2014

developed along the margin of a coastal
plain, they are fed by well-developed
and large river systems, and they are
subjected to a low-to-modest wave
energy because of the gently sloping
adjacent continental shelf.

The overall appearance is little

is
s

topographic relief dominated by deposition of mud and sand. Marginal coastal settings are along
a stable continental mass and are protected from open ocean processes, commonly an island arc
system or other forms of a plate boundary.
The consequence is a coastal zone that tends to be subjected to small waves and where

D

considerable mud is allowed to accumulate in the coastal zone.
Many coastal landforms are present in much the same fashion as on the trailing-edge

coasts. Marginal sea coasts tend to have large river deltas.16
15
16

McGraw-Hill, “Coastal-Landform”, http://www.answers.com/topic/coastal-landform , (accessed April 01, 2014)

McGraw-Hill, “Coastal-Landform”, http://www.answers.com/topic/coastal-landform , Coastal Landform, (accessed April 01, 2014)
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iii. Sea level rise:
A local height of sea level rise defines (LSLR) based on a land benchmark as the average
of level numbers in a period of time that occurred by waves and tides. LSLR defines in a small
scale happening with local tides. The melting

m

of a small area of ice on the shore of the East
sea level rise for thousands of years like

co

Greenland and Antarcticacan be understood
as a large scale.
There are two types of sea level rise,
causes general erosion, and second one
happens when storm tides are over the

io
n.

one is based on daily and monthly tides that

regular storm surge and occurs a sudden

Fig 7: Gradual Erosion , created by Anahita Kianous May 5, 2014

at

erosion like flooding and hurricane events. 17

Current sea level rise is about 3 mm per year worldwide. Sea level rise can impact the
population density in coastal edges, islands and regions. It also affects on the coastal

er
t

environment, natural land use and marine ecosystem.

According to the US National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration(NOAA), the
average rate of sea level rise likely increases accelerating recently. In 2004, sea level rise,
increased about 7.7in and in 2009 increased 1.7+0.3mm per year. In addition, according to the

is
s

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) increased another 7.1 -23.2 in, and

D

according to US National Research Council sea level rise increased in 2010 about 22-79in.18

17

Amanda M. Burden, “Coastal Climate Resilince Urban Waterfront Adaptive Strategies”, Department of City Planning June 2013.(P 2-122) ,
http:/www.nyc.gov/uwas (accessed May1, 2014)
18

Wikipedia, Free Encyclopedia, “Current sea level rise”, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Current_sea_level_rise, (accessed May5, 2014)
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